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First We Offered Faster Peer Review and Publication …
Then We Gave You Faster Citation and Reprint Availability …
And Now We’re Speeding Up Your Posting on PubMed
We received word not long ago that our latest citations were not appearing on PubMed.
After investigating the claim it was discovered that the NLM was severely backed up,
significantly delaying the coding and subsequent posting of the abstracts of our articles. When
asked how we can best address this matter it was suggested we could do our own coding, thereby
expediting the process.
Recognizing the importance our contributors place on access to work in The Journal, we
brought someone on board who will now be responsible for coding the titles, authors’ names and
affiliations, abstracts, keywords, and Conflict of Interest statements of all our published citations.
I am pleased to advise that we are now current on PubMed.
We Will Never Stop Improving Our Services
The Journal of Clinical Dentistry continues to be a work in progress. As our industry
evolves so must we evolve. But in order to do so we need to hear from you. Let us know if we
are maintaining a high degree of publishing quality. Let us know what additional services we
should be considering. Visit our website (www.JClinDent.com) and tell us what, if anything,
needs to be added to be more responsive to your need to know.
We Will Never Take for Granted Your Support for Our Mission
Since our launch back in 1988, our mission has been, and continues to be, to provide the
highest quality peer-reviewed medium for the publication of industry-supported oral care product
research and reviews, and the services needed to effectively communicate this important
information to the dental professions you serve. Your continuing support for this mission is truly
appreciated. From Bob Emling and me, our deepest thanks.
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